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Tailor Made projects Molto Collectibles

The Molto
Collectibles

BRAND
Molto Collectibles was born in 2020 as a division of the Molto 

Italiano project with the intention of operating within the Interior 

Design sector through the selection and sale of vintage objects. 

The result is a gallery of objects and furnishing accessories, belon-

ging to the highest Italian artisan tradition, carefully selected for 

our customers or for industry professionals.

The selection concerns very particular items, often unique vintage 

pieces, sometimes produced in limited editions; other times we 

have created, with the help of trusted craftsmen, a series of special 

pieces designed specifically for the home of each potential custo-

mer or to be included in Interior Design projects.

This guide o�ers an overview of all the services and possibilities 

that we can o�er to design professionals. Thanks to our Molto 

Collectibles team we can design and develop Tailor Made items.



Tailor Made projects Molto Collectibles

What are Molto Collectibles products? 

These are bamboo products handcrafted 

in a limited edition in our laboratories 

also with recovery material.

Each item is crafted by artisans based 

on custom made designs. Each small 

detail is done with caution and offers the 

possibility of choosing different finishes.

Molto Collectibles editions are based on the 

production of high quality furniture and acces-

sories for indoors and outdoors spaces. Our 

mission is to introduce a sophisticated “Italian 

style rediscovered” going beyond national limits 

as well.

This is possible by reconstructing the Italian 

design history: - 60s, 70s and 80s - in a new 

stylistic and furnishing context, where the com-

bination of classical and contemporary language 

- of design objects and vintage pieces - finds a 

new formal, semantic and aesthetic meaning: a 

new project view.

The Design
MOLTO COLLECTIBLES



Molto Collectibles creates limited edition pro-

ducts for furnishing living spaces.

The design of each object is developed internally 

by our team, modulating the stylistic choice on 

the themes of essentiality, detail and combina-

tions between objects. From consoles to desks, 

from bedside tables to chests of drawers, 

through seats, lamps, vase holders and a vast 

range of furnishing accessories, each Molto 

Collectibles product aims to stand out for its 

rigorous quality and refined elegance.

Molto Collectibles

The result is a unique product that plays with 

memories by inserting them in an original and 

contemporary language.

Thanks to the quality of the production 

and the strength of the image, Molto Col-

lectibles products have entered the refe-

rence market efficiently.

“Edizioni”

Tailor Made projects



MOLTOCOLLECTIBLES

CONSOLE
62 x 77 x 28 cm



DESKS AND
SIDE TABLES
01  Bamboo writing desk with crystal shelf
      102 x 81 x 57  cm

02  Bamboo coffee table
      83 x 63  x 47 cm

COMBINABLE

MOLTOCOLLECTIBLES
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MOLTOCOLLECTIBLES

Bamboo writing desk with side table
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DRAWERS
62 x 77 x 28 cm



MOLTOCOLLECTIBLES

BOOKSHELVES
Large bamboo bookshelf with wicker shelves

200 x 210 x 45 cm



BEDSIDE TABLES
01  Pair of bamboo bedside tables
      with drawers and leather bindings
      50 x 50 x 50  cm

02  Pair of large bamboo bedside tables
       with leather doors and bindings
       50 x 64  x 50 cm

MOLTOCOLLECTIBLES
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MOLTOCOLLECTIBLES

SEATS
Bamboo bench with leather bindings and cushion in Dedar® fabric

170 x 96 x 50  cm



COMPLEMENTS
01  Large bamboo tray
      with methacrylate top
      50 x 4 x 50  cm

02  Bamboo tray
       with methacrylate top
      40 x 4  x 40 cm

03  Rectangular bamboo tray
       with methacrylate top
      40 x 4  x 40 cm

MOLTOCOLLECTIBLES
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MOLTOCOLLECTIBLES

COMPLEMENTS
Bamboo and wicker coat hanger

55 x 180 x 55 cm



Given the growing demand for "Edizioni Molto" products and 

the customers' need for tailor-made products, the company 

has developed a process of personalized design divided into 

various phases: from design to logistics management.

All tailor-made projects are developed starting from an initial 

cognitive phase where the design idea is transferred. After 

this phase, our team develops the technical drawings to 

define details and finishes. After approval by the customer, we 

move on to the production phase which takes place exclusi-

vely in our artisanal lab.

 

Molto Collectibles

Tailor Made projects

MOLTO COLLECTIBLES

01  the customer sends
the sketch

02  technical development
of the project and choice
of finishes;

03  visual draft development
for approval;

04  realization in our
artisanal lab.

PROJECT JOURNEY

Tailor Made projects



Molto Collectibles

01 02

01  Design concept 02  Technical development

In this first phase the design idea is developed 

with the customer through the reception of 

sketches or with a brain storming done with our 

team.

Our team develops the technical project throu-

gh the preparation of CAD drawings including 

structural details. At this stage, the finishes are 

chosen (for example: barrel color

bamboo, handle details, etc)

Tailor Made Projects
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Molto Collectibles

03 04

03  Visual draft development 04  Production

From the technical drawing we move on to the 

preparation of the visual draft through which it is 

possible to have an idea of the final project (fini-

sh, details etc). The draft is sent to the customer 

to be approved together with the technical 

drawings.

Once the project has been approved, the pro-

duction starts, according to the monthly plan-

ning, within our artisanal lab. The whole realiza-

tion is given to master experts craftsmen.

Tailor Made projects
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After the approval by 
the customer the next step

is the production stage
that takes place exclusively

in our artisanal lab.



THE LAB
01 / 03

Cutting and bending
of the bamboo rods

02

Use of recovery
material

02

01

03



Every aspect of the product can be customized, from the 

texture of the bamboo canes to the addition of geometric 

patterns made with the canes; from leather bindings to the 

addition of crystal shelves or metal and/or brass details.

In addition to the structural details, it is possible to customize 

the finish of the bamboo canes by choosing between di�e-

rent dimensions (diameter of the cane) and the choice of 

colour: natural, darker - like Edizioni Molto - or colored

Where required or where necessary, handcrafted processes 

such as wicker or rush fabric tops are integrated into the 

projects.

Molto Collectibles

Details and Finishes

MOLTO COLLECTIBLES

01  bamboo canes texture

02  geometric motifs
made with canes

03  integrations with
rush fabric or wicker

04  glass shelves

05  brass and/or
metal details 

06  leather bindings

STRUCTURAL DETAILS
CUSTOMIZATION

01  natural finish
glossy/matte

02  dark finish
glossy/matte

03  colored lacquer
glossy/matte

CUSTOMIZATION
OF FINISHING 
DETAILS

Tailor Made projects



01  bamboo canes texture

02  geometric motifs
made with canes

03  integrations with
ush fabric or wicker

STRUCTURAL DETAILS
CUSTOMIZATION
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02

03



06

04  glass shelves

05  brass and/or
metal details 

06  leather bindings

04
05



rattan fabrics | bamboo cane finish: natural or dark - glossy or matte

FINISHING DETAILS
CUSTOMIZATION



THE MOLTO COLLECTIBLES LABEL
Each Edizioni Molto product has a brass label.

MOLTOCOLLECTIBLES



THE PARTNERSHIP
WITH DEDAR®

Seats with Dedar® fabric cushions

It is possible to customize each project also 

through the choice of coverings for cushions 

and seats. In particular, our dedicated lab uses 

Dedar® fabrics for each type of covering.

Dedar® fabrics are characterized by seductive 

ranges of colors and original motifs, combining 

precious yarns with technological research on 

fibres, so as to o�er multiple solutions for all 

types of upholstery. In this way, each project 

acquires a timeless elegance.



FURNISHING
ACCESSORIES
01  Plant pot in lacquered white metal
      and brass Edizioni Molto
      50 x 70 x 50  cm

02  Plant pot in lacquered black metal
       and brass Edizioni Molto
      50 x 70 x 50  cm

MOLTOCOLLECTIBLES
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MOLTOCOLLECTIBLES

FURNISHING
ACCESSORIES

01 Straw Pagoda lamp Edizioni Molto
02 Fabric Pagoda lamp Edizioni Molto

31 x 66 x 31 cm

01
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The entire logistic phase is managed by our dedica-

ted department which takes care of quoting each 

type of shipment by seeking the best price. All ship-

ments are handled by dedicated couriers.

The goods are packed directly by our sta� to ensure 

complete safety and avoid any type of wear.

From the confirmation of the order until its delivery, 

the department ensures complete assistance to the 

customer, updating him on the goods pick up and 

the courier's track.

The possibility of continuous direct contact with our 

team guarantees 360° assistance on each step of 

the supply chain.

All orders are confirmed with a 50% deposit. The 

shipment of the goods is made once the payment 

has been made.

Molto Collectibles

Logistic & Customer Service

MOLTO COLLECTIBLES

The possibility of conti-

nuous direct contact 

with our team guarante-

es 360° assistance on 

each step of the supply 

chain.
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